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You can make payment via directly. To know how to make payment for your solutions package give us a call/WhatsApp at +91-9830783589. Solutions of new Oxford modern English by David Claire Nicholas horsburgh class 6 class 6 6 Posted by Mamta Singh 1 year, 10 months ago chapter one answer Who was nicobobinus Hate it Answers of the given
questions. 1.      What are the words the poet wants to bring to our attention? Ans: The words by which the poet wants to bring our attention are : home and love. 2.      What information does he give us about the words? Mention at least three points found in the first verse. Ans : According to the poet , Home and love are heavenly words. Not only to the poet
but also to the angles of the heaven. The points found in the first verse are : b)     They have four letters each c)     There are no words more tenderly complete than those of home and love. d)     Angles do not use much sweeter words than these. 3.      What argument does the poet give, in the second verse, to show that love is no use without home and
home is no use without love? Ans: The argument does the poet give, in the second verse, to show that love is no use without home and home is no use without love is: Home and love are complementary to each other. Without love the dream of home will fall in vain and without home the desire for love will also not be possible. 4.      Which common phrase
does the poet use to show that love and home work together? Ans : The common phrase that the poet uses to show that love and home work together is ‘hand in glove’. 5.      What message does the poet have for those who have both home and love? Ans :  The poet says that those who have both , whether they are poor or not, ought to sing the whole day
long. The words will make their song divine. 6.      Find words in the poem which have the same meaning as the following: i. a divine being        - angel    ii. Abode - home  iii. Needy – poor      iv. Obtain – gain  v. affection – love Answer the following with reference to context. When angels talk in Heaven above, what do they talk about? Ans : When angles talk
in Heaven above the find more interest when they talk about home and love. They find much pleasure at this. Somehow they travel hand and glove Ans: This means that they move together as a pair. Because they are complementary to each other. Without one another will remain incomplete.      ii.            What travels in this way? Ans: The two words ‘Home’
and ‘Love’ travel in this way. When they remain in pair , they look as the stars on the sky.        I.            What does the ‘both’ refer to? Ans : The word ‘both’ refers to Home and Love.    II.            What should you do if you have both? For vocabulary , idioms and phrases ; please click here.... vocabularypower365.blogspot.com Ans : If I would have both , I would
sing all day long and make merriment.  View all copies of this ISBN edition: Oxford Modern English is a complete English course for primary and secondary schools which provides a clear, structured progression from kindergarten to class eight.· At the kindergarten level, the course consists of two primers, A and B.The primers can be used in schools where
children have had little exposure to the English language.Reading and writing are introduced mostly through visuals and patterns.· In the Students’ Books at each level,there is a gradual but progressive development of the students’ listening, speaking, reading, comprehension, and writing skills.· The Workbooks provide further exercises to consolidate the
grammar and language structures covered in the Students Books.· The Teaching Guides offer excellent support to teachers.They contain useful suggestions on teaching techniques, and answers to all the exercises in the Students' Books and Workbooks. "synopsis" may belong to another edition of this title. Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa,
Begonia & Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Telephone: 1800 202 9898
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